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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Health & beauty category trends 2017 – executive summary
Brands and retailers will need to better adjust their offering in order to meet the needs of tomorrow’s beauty consumer.
With a new generation of consumers (Gen Z) moving into adulthood, beauty retail will experience a number of dramatic
shifts over the next 5-10 years.
PLANET RETAIL’S VIEW:
• Creating a customised experience across make-up, skin care and fragrance will be the key to creating a loyal following for any brand. But
in order to entice and win over the beauty shopper of the future, customisation will need to become more sophisticated in terms of
both product offer and services.
• A major trend across all three categories is the need for ‘added value’ within a product, whether it is makeup, skin care or fragrance,
shoppers are looking for solutions that will have a positive impact on their looks as well as their wellbeing.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

1

The retail experience for make-up will need to become even more centred around product education and tutorials in order to attract the
next generation of beauty shoppers. Think creative instore initiatives that prompt curiosity and engagement to boost sales.
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Suppliers must start to consider how they can create a more attractive skin care offer in terms of helping customers find the right
solutions. Both instore and online initiatives will need to evolve through the use of new technology, in order to fulfil the needs of
tomorrow’s beauty shopper. Innovative skin care brands could see huge benefits from the implementation of new technology.
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The fragrance category will need to take a more creative approach to both product development and marketing. The traditional
purchase behaviour of perfume as we know it is changing, creating a need for new sales methods. Think retail activation and
enhanced shopper experience to meet changing demands.

Planet Retail’s Health & Beauty Category Trend report highlights and assesses the most recent retail developments within the make-up, skin care and fragrance
categories. In combination with shopper insights and current market conditions, formulated using the STEIP-framework, it further delivers recommendations answering
the ‘So what?’ and ‘Now what?’ for retailers and suppliers with a focus on FMCG brands.
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DRIVERS & LANDSCAPE (STEIP - ANALYSIS)

Key drivers & retail landscape
Millennials and members of Generation Z drive the need for more advanced technology and innovative solutions in the
health & beauty industry. This affects all categories, including make-up, skin care and fragrance.

SOCIAL

TECHNOLOGY

ECONOMY

INDUSTRY

POLITICAL

The rise of a new
generation of techsavvy beauty shoppers,
who have grown up
with access to instant
information, means
that these customers
are on the hunt for
brands that can
educate and inspire
them to make a
purchase.

Technological
advancements allow for
better product
customisation and
personalised solutions.
This leads to new ways
of targeting shopper
needs and bespoke
solutions that allow
them to express
themselves and their
personal identity.

An unstable economy
or uncertain outlook
can have a negative
effect on consumers
looking for quality.

The beauty industry is
operating at an ever
increasing pace with
new products and
innovations being
launched more
frequently than ever
before.

The world is becoming
more sustainable, as
evidenced not just by
consumer trends, but
also such developments
as the ban on micro
beads in cosmetics and
the fight against animal
testing.

This creates a need for
multi-purpose
products, which
shoppers find both
versatile and costeffective.

Participating in social
justice movements is
the norm for this group,
driving their demand
for more gender
diversity in beauty.

Shopper needs are
changing to keep pace
and so new ways of
shopping have been
born, including
subscription boxes that
allow shoppers to
sample before fully
committing to a
product or brand.

This is driven by both
the industry and the
consumer, leading to
the need for more
sustainable ingredients
and clearer labelling.

Shopper education

Product customisation

Multitasking products

Labelling

Gender diversity

Personalised solutions

Subscription boxes

Sustainable ingredients

STEIP trends:
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DRIVERS & LANDSCAPE (STEIP TRENDS IN DETAIL)

STEIP trends in detail
Multitasking products

STEIP drivers: SOCIAL, TECHNOLOGY
The new generation of beauty shoppers
seek a more interactive shopping
experience and educational
merchandising that can lead them to
the right products.

STEIP drivers: SOCIAL
New technology makes it easier for
brands to customise products to
shoppers’ need to find individuality
in the products.

STEIP drivers: ECONOMIC
Economic instability and busier lifestyles
lead to shoppers wanting products that
serve more than one purpose.

STEIP drivers: POLITICAL
Affected by social, industry and
political trends, shoppers want clear
labelling in order to better
understand what goes on their skin.

Gender diversity

Personalised solutions

Subscription boxes

Ingredients

STEIP drivers: SOCIAL
Gen Z have grown up with new social
norms and blurred gender boundaries,
leading to beauty product use being
more accepted among males.

STEIP drivers: TECHNOLOGY,
SOCIAL
Targeted services such as skin
consultations help shoppers find
tailored solutions.

STEIP drivers: INDUSTRY
Subscription boxes allow shoppers to
try before buying a key aspect in
weaker economic times.

STEIP drivers: POLITICAL
A more sustainable mindset among
shoppers and new laws and regulations
drive the need for organic and less
harmful ingredients.

@100 Bon

@LUNA
@Scentbird

Clear product labelling

@SKINOLOGY

Product customisation

@BiteBeauty

Shopper education
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REGIONAL RANKING – HEALTH & BEAUTY CONSUMER SPEND

Regional ranking – total health & beauty consumer spend 2017f-2021f

Region

Total H&B consumer spend
2017f (USD)

Total H&B consumer spend
2021f (USD)

% growth 2017f - 2021f

North America

594,840,925,300

739,650,316,000

24%

Asia & Oceania

496,043,721,300

710,701,470,900

43%

Western Europe

280,716,539,900

327,421,859,400

17%

Latin America

103,479,819,000

134,596,887,300

30%

5

Central & Eastern Europe

77,620,337,700

103,423,554,200

33%

6

Northern Africa & Middle East

53,892,344,300

74,474,213,800

38%

Rank

1
2
3
4

Note: f – forecast
Source: Planet Retail
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BEAUTY SEGMENT SNAPSHOT

Beauty segment snapshot
Prestige beauty sales soared in 2016 and it has become harder than ever for shoppers to differentiate between prestige
and mass brands.
PRESTIGE

Opportunities:
 Strong market with further room to
grow as shoppers turn to prestige
beauty in weaker economic times.
Threats:
 Relying too much on brand image and
becoming too confident that this will
be enough to entice shoppers into a
purchase is a big mistake. Innovation is
key, regardless of the price tag.

Supplier implications: Prestige brands must make
sure shoppers understand the value of their
product. A higher price tag must ensure added
benefits in terms of quality and tangible values such
as visible results and status among peers.

MASS

Opportunities:
 New technology and shopper
insights allow mass brands to
target consumer needs that were
previously only served by the
prestige sector. This will be their
upper hand against discount.
Threats:
 Shoppers, unable to distinguish
between the benefits of mass and
discount will question the price.
Supplier implications: Mass brands face threats
from two sides, both prestige and discount.
Suppliers of these brands must therefore make
sure that their products mirror the intangible
assets of a prestige brand whilst having higher
quality than discount beauty.

DISCOUNT

Opportunities:
 A growing group of teenagers with a
lower budget creates opportunity for
discount brands to grow market share.
Threats:
 Messy merchandising and product
display due to a lack of efforts placed
around the products instore can
potentially put shoppers off if sold in a
‘non-discount’ environment such as the
beauty department of a pharmacy or
drugstore.
Supplier implications: The number one strength
of discount beauty products is their low price
tag. This is ideal when targeting a younger
consumer. However, a lack of care around the
merchandising of the product and its display
will put shoppers off.
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CONSUMER INSIGHTS – THE BEAUTY SHOPPER OF THE FUTURE

Consumer insights – the beauty shoppers of the future
The new generations of beauty shoppers - millennials and Generation-Z - are digital natives and tech savvy shoppers and
will revolutionize the current beauty landscape.

Today’s consumer base is mostly made up of millennials– these shoppers
currently have a higher buying power than Gen Z as they are adults in the
workforce. However, the millennials are expected to be outpaced by Gen Z as
the latter move into adulthood.

Due to their digitally connected nature and from following a large amount of
celebrities and influencers on social media Gen-Z seeks individuality in
everything they do and the companies they do business with.
The Center for Generational Kinetics – ‘Top 10 Gen-Z questions answered’.
Forbes.com ‘Get Ready for Generation Z’

A key common characteristic of Gen Z and millennials is that both consumer
groups communicate in digital and virtual form from a young age and take
technology as part of their daily lives. The beauty shopper of the future will
therefore also expect more advanced technology and capabilities both instore
and online.

Younger consumers perceive beauty as an adventure, as are still experimenting with
products and figuring out what works best for them. Brands and retailers have an
opportunity to catch these shoppers early and build a lifelong relationship. However,
Gen Z expects businesses and brands to be loyal to them, not the other way around.
When they do not feel appreciated they move on.
8
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MAKE-UP TREND 1: OFFER CUSTOMISABLE MAKE-UP

Offer customisable make-up
Trend drivers
 According to a study conducted by Planet Retail, a top factor
influencing loyalty is that a retailer offers services and products
tailored to individual needs and lifestyle.
 The popularity of social media with an abundance of influencers
and users striving for a similar image has created a need for
consumers to find individuality in everything they do.
 This is the next step in the personalisation trend, moving beyond
adding a personal touch to an existing product to creating it.

@BiteBeauty

Immediate actions
Offer customisable products in selected stores and collaborate
with retailers to drive footfall and shopper engagement.

@ Michelle Cortese

@BiteBeauty

BiteBeauty’s lipstick is customisable in one of its four Lip Labs across the US
allowing shoppers to chose colour, finish and scent, an experience exactly in line
with Planet Retail’s suggestions.

Shopper interest in creating customised products is evident in the huge
success brands have had with the creation of personalised eye shadow
palettes. Customisation is personalisation 2.0 and the next step in the
improvement of the customer experience.

Beyond 2017
Gen Z’s need for individuality will drive the customisable makeup space and the winners will be those brands and retailers that
can collaborate to help meet these needs. The trend will
eventually develop into a range of bespoke services.
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MAKE-UP TREND 2: EDUCATE THROUGH INSTORE MERCHANDISING

Educational instore merchandising
Trend drivers

@Charlotte Tilbury

 According to Planet Retail’s shopper insight, 46% of shoppers chose
to shop with a particular health & beauty retailer because they have
an appealing display of merchandise and products.
 Driven by YouTube tutorials and how-to guides, Millennials and Gen Z
consumers are looking for inspiration when shopping for make-up.
 Advancements in technology allow for more visually appealing and
engaging educational content instore.
 Consumers have become self-taught make-up artists looking for
brands that can help them evolve their own personal beauty style.

@Retail Week

Top: Fabled by Marie Claire categorises
products by make-up look.
Left: Similarly, MAC displays a set of products
that complement each other to create a look.

Now what? – Immediate actions
Think retail activation and engagement. This can be done through
digital touch points that display video tutorials as well as
workshops that allow consumers to engage with products.

Charlotte Tilbury clearly shows shoppers which products are needed to create
each individual look.

Beyond 2017
This will be a trend that only grows bigger and more advanced
as more members of Gen Z move into adulthood and achieve a
higher disposable income.
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KEY TRENDS FOR THE MAKEUP CATEGORY

Gender diversification
Trend drivers
 Males are showing an increased interest in make-up and retailers and
brands should recognise this as a fact, rather than a new trend.
 Make-up users are becoming increasingly diverse and this is
something that millennials have grown up with and something
that will be the norm for Gen Z
 Male grooming trends lead the way for acceptance towards
other beauty categories. Complexion enhancing and other
‘natural beauty’ products being the logical next step.

The selfie trend and desire to be ‘selfie ready’ affect men as well as women. This
leads to an increased drive for men to experiment with their appearance.

Now what? Immediate actions
Do not just take a stand from a marketing perspective,
acknowledge that both genders use make-up to improve their
appearances by expanding the product offer into sensible or ‘first
step’ products such as foundation. At first men will not want
others to notice they wear make-up and products must
correspond to this need.

Men’s grooming products at Kiehl’s @Atlanta Journal-Constitution: Grooming products
such as skin care that have, until recently, been viewed as the domain of women
exclusively, are now an accepted category for men. This paves the way for even more
products to become accepted as part of men’s efforts to improve their appearances.

Beyond 2017
As male make-up becomes even more normalised, there will be
a bigger need for full product ranges.
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SKIN CARE TREND 1: OFFER MORE THAN ANTI-AGEING

Offer more than anti-ageing
Trend drivers
 In weaker economic times and with busier schedules shoppers
start looking for items that can multitask in order to save time
and money.
 Although anti-ageing is not dead and will likely continue to be
one of the biggest skin care priorities moving forwards, shoppers
want more innovative products that fights the root cause of
problems rather than the signs of them.

Consumers are looking for more than a single purpose product. LUNA’s ‘Sleeping Oil’
reduces pore size, improves the appearance of damaged skin and fights wrinkles.

Now what? Immediate actions
The key is to fight the cause not the signs. Think prevention in terms of
sun care and anti-pollution rather than pure anti-wrinkle solutions.

Dermalogica’s latest product that tackles skin care problems associated with
the exposure to high levels of pollution is part of the brand’s ‘Age-Smart’
range. This shows the approach the brand takes to anti-ageing by targeting the
root to the problem and offering solutions to more than one issue in a single
product, a move highly relevant in 2017.

Beyond 2017
The trend will grow stronger but the issues products must fight will
change. Based on social trends and environmental issues suppliers
must figure out which issues are most important ‘right now’.
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SKIN CARE TREND 2: APPLY CLEAR LABELLING

Apply clearer labelling
Trend drivers

@SKINOLOGY

 Today’s shopper is adept at educates herself on products before
they buy, meaning they are more aware of the of various
components of skin care products and are likely to stay away
from any diffuse product labelling that they do not understand.
 Trends in health and wellness have spread across to the skin care
category meaning shoppers are becoming increasingly aware
that what they put on their skin also sips through it leading to
more conscious shoppers.

Tomorrow’s shopper will be even more educated than the skin care consumer of
today, carefully considering ingredients and benefits.

Now what? Immediate actions
Move away from fancy ingredient names to clearly state what the
product contains and the benefits consumers will experience from
adding this product to their daily regimen in order to attract interest.

Skinology clearly labels its products stating exactly what they contain using
bullet points on the front of the packaging

Beyond 2017
As the need to tackle new issues arising over time brands must
be quick to maintain the ingredient list of products in order to
offer the most relevant solutions to customers.
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SKIN CARE TREND 3: PERSONALISED SKIN CARE SOLUTIONS

Create personalised skin care solutions
Trend drivers
 A top influencer on loyalty towards a health & beauty retailer is
that it offers knowledgeable staff who treats shoppers like a valid
customer. Services that help find targeted solutions promotes
both and helps boost trustworthiness.
 Technological advancements drive innovation in this category,
changing the retail landscape for skin care sales.

Skin care brands need to offer shoppers products and services that are targeted at
individual needs whilst clearly communicating their benefits. Clinique and Bobbi
Brown are underway with their offerings, but more innovative solutions will be
needed beyond 2017.

Now what? – Immediate actions
Invest in educating staff and innovative technology to offer
personalised services to customers and increase sales opportunities.

@OLAY

Olay’s recently launched ‘Olay Skin Avdisor’ analyses the user’s skin based on a
selfie and inputted information.

Beyond 2017
Technological advancements will reinvent the skin care category in
2017 and beyond. Brands that have the ability to innovate and
engage shoppers in their tech will be the winners of the future.
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KEY TRENDS TREND
FOR THE
CARE CATEGORY:
SO WHAT?’
FRAGRANCE
1: SKIN
CUSTOMISE
THE FRAGRANCE
OFFER

Customise the fragrance offer
Trend drivers

Uniquefragrance.com is one of many online perfumeries offering custom
fragrance, although offering a fun experience, creating a scent online without
being able to smell the ingrideints is a difficult task for shoppers who risk being
disappointed by the end result.

Now what? – Immediate actions
Offer shoppers the opportunity to customise a scent instore giving
them a few top note options that adds to an existing base scent,
rather than creating one from scratch. Brands could also create a
number of combination scents similar to Jo Malone’s initiative.

@Jo Malone

 The typical fragrance customisation offer can be found online but the
main barrier to success is found in the uncertainty of creating
perfume without expert knowledge.
 Just as for make-up the new generation of fragrance shoppers are
looking for creative initiatives that highlights their individualism,
retailers and brands therefore need to step up their game in this
category.
 As interest in customised products increases, there is an opportunity
for fragrance suppliers to bring a mass product to the market.

Jo Malone London helps customers combine individual scents in order to
create a personal fragrance.

Beyond 2017
The fragrance category is in need of a revamp and creative
solutions in terms of bespoke offerings as well as new ways of
trying and testing products are needed in order to give the
category the boost it needs to thrive in 2017 and beyond.
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HARNESS THE POTENTIAL OF NEW SHOPPING BEHAVIOURS

Harness the potential of new shopping behaviours
 Millennials and Gen Z tend to use fragrance less frequently than other
consumer groups and the industry must find innovative solutions to
encourage the use of fragrance on a daily basis.
 Subscription boxes offer shoppers broader access to products
without footing the bill for full-size versions until they are ready to
commit. This model has become a hit for make-up and tailored
approaches in fragrance are picking up momentum.
 For fragrance brands subscription boxes brings a good opportunity to
bring a new product to the market and allow shoppers to try a scent
in a more fun and exciting style than before.

@Scentbird

Trend drivers

Scentbird allows shoppers to try and test fragrances on a monthly subscription
basis, sending them 8 ml of selected perfumes in an effort to help brands build
loyal brand fans and promote a different way of using scents.

FragranceDirect.com offers shoppers a subscription called the ‘Discovery Box’, an
offer containing samples and classic scents, plus exclusive offers and money off
vouchers as way of creating an experience around the perfume purchase.

Now what? – Immediate actions
Collaborate with retailers that offer millennials and Gen-Z the
opportunity to experience fragrance in a new and innovative way.

Beyond 2017
Brands should keep up with new innovative was of shopping
that evolve collaborating with disruptors in the retail industry in
order to add edge to their brand.
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FRAGRANCE TREND 3: ORGANIC SCENTS

Realise the potential of organic scents

@100 BON

Trend Drivers
 The wellness-minded shopper is looking for fewer synthetic
ingredients and an increase in organic fragrance brands proves
that shoppers are becoming increasingly aware of their beauty
routines across all categories.
 This presents an opportunity for brands to experiment with more
organic fragrance ingredients in order to attract this shopper group.
 Currently a very niche segment that tends to be targeted at a
more prestige shopper group provides great opportunity for
established brands to explore.

A Perfume Organic uses ingredients that are free from petrochemicals, solvents,
dyes, alcohol, and pesticides. Perfumes are certified organic by the USDA .

Now what? Immediate actions
Experiment with organic ingredients to target the wellness
minded shopper looking for alternative scents. Brands that are
already working with organic ingredients should emphasise this in
their communication.

100 BON offers shoppers scents that are 100% organic and sustainable.

Beyond 2017
The impact the wellness movement has on the beauty industry
is likely to grow bigger in 2017 and beyond providing huge
opportunities for early -movers.
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TOP 4 HEALTH & BEAUTY INNOVATIONS Q1 2017

Future outlook: Innovations driving change
Certain innovations can be considered transformational, reaching into new markets and meeting new customer needs.
Planet Retail lists four recent health & beauty innovations and why we consider them to be important for the industry.
1. L’OREAL’S DIGITAL HAIRBRUSH

L’OREAL-owned brand Kérastase has launched a digital hairbrush in collaboration
with Nokia. The brush has sensors that measures the quality of a user’s hair and
offers . This innovation has the potential to change the path to purchase in the
future as it offers personalised tips and products to the user.

US based skin care brand Dermalogica had launched a new anti-pollution product
range. The product launch coincided with the brand announcing a skin-pollution
index where shoppers could check the levels in their area and how it fit with their
need for a targeted solution. This marketing initiative shows how smart brands
can create a need for their products.

4. AMORE PACIFIC’S SK TELECOM COLLABORATION

@K Beauty

3. OLAY’S ‘SKIN ADVISOR’ APPLICATION

2. DERMALOGICA’S SKIN-POLLUTION INDEX AND TARGETED RANGE

Olay recently launched it’s new application called ‘Olay skin advisor’. The app
allows shoppers to upload a selfie and additional information about their skin and
get tailore skincare recommendations from the AI-based consultant. This is the
beginning of the future for targeted skin care solutions.

K Beauty giant Amore Pacific is collaborating with wireless carrier SK Telecom.
The partnership will see the South Korean cosmetics company recieve IoT
services and data including a dedicated network. This will allow the company to
gather a huge amount of consumer data, a key capability in 2017 and a winning
factor moving forwards.
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